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Just Make It Stop
Low

Song: Just Make it Stop
Artist: Low
Album; The Invisible Way

Tabbed by: Revlin       7-29-13

A very simple song but beautiful, none-the-less. Here you guys go, enjoy!

Chords used:

     A#     D#      G#      Gm
e|---6---|---6---|---4---|---3---|
B|---6---|---8---|---4---|---3---|
G|---7---|---8---|---5---|---3---|
D|---8---|---8---|---6---|---5---|
A|---8---|---6---|---6---|---5---|
E|---6---|-------|---4---|---3---|

Intro: A#   D#   G#   Gm  x2

                        A#
If I could just make it stop....

                       D#
I could tell the whole world...

                  G#
To get out of the way...

                        Gm
If I could just make it stop...

                        A#
If I could just make it stop....

                       D#
I could tell the whole world...

                  G#
To get out of the way...



                        Gm
If I could just make it stop...

                          A#
You see, I m close to the edge...

                     D# 
I m at the end of my rope...

                        G#
The rope is starting to fray...

                      Gm
I m trying to keep my hold....

(I assume you ve caught onto the patter by now, it continues for the rest of the
song.)

You say I m something I m not...

But I m not what I seem...

Get my back off the wall...

If I could just make it stop....

If I could just make it stop...

I could tell the whole world...

To get out of the way...

If I could just make it stop...

If I could just make it stop...

I could tell the whole world...

To get out of the way...

If I could just make it stop...

Now I m looking up...



From a ten foot hole...

Seeing nothing but blue sky....

Shining on my soul...

As I untie the chord...

And untwist the knot....

We could get where we re going...

If I could just make it stop...

If I could just make it stop...

I could tell the whole world...

To get out of the way...

If I could just make it stop...

If I could just make it stop...

From breaking my heart...

Get out of the way...

If I could just make it stop...

If I could just make it stop...

As usual, if you have comments or corrections you can leave them here, or e-mail

me at SoftAsylum@gmail.com


